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EDITORIAL

I

The only characteristics apparently common to the otherwise widely
divergent political creeds of today are the universal agreement on the intrinsic excellence of industrial development and the equally universal lack of concern at the attendant standardisation of the individual that this development
entails. Industrial efficiency has become the new god and education is being
slowly sacrificed to it; education is rapidly becoming a matter of 'getting on',
of gaining mere technical qualification, rather than any form of wisdom.
Modern scholarship largely apes the industrialists' methods in leaning increasingly towards intense spccialisation and there is a disturbing and
increasing tendency for the modern intellectual to consider himself a man cf
culture and education on the strength of one proficiency, The present gloomy
prospect derives from the decay of the humanities. The applied sciences
abound with exuberant vitality, and the humanities, being the hardest to
teach and financially the least rewarding, suffer most in these conditions.
Paradoxically it is mass education, the creator of the problem of the
scientific age, that is the only dragoman capable of leading the way out
of the chaos it has itself created, and provided the humanities can be maintained and even developed, they should provide the only bulwark against
our educational system becoming a glorified technical school at all levels,
A grammar school's position in the present situation is understandably
limited, understandably a matter of fundamentals, of 'getting on', of passing
the necessary examinations, but this stage is now sadly going beyond the
grammar school level to the universities, the provincial universities having
seriously to consider a scheme for an additional year on all science courses
for 'cultural purposes'.
This unfortunate state of affairs is probably the result of scientific man
progressing faster than social man and it needs a conscious rebirth of the
humanities to redress the balance and instil a degree of sanity into modern
education. H. G. Wells summarised the problem when he wrote:"Human historv becomes more and more a race between education and
catastrophe", and Sir Thomas Browne has already supplied the motto of
the hoped-for humanist saviours:"I study not for my own sake, but for those that study not for themselves. 1 envy no man that knows more than myself, but pity them that
know less".

Every
young man
should consider
a career in the
Royal Navy
IT HAS
A GREAT DEAL
TO OFFER
Write for full details to: THE ADMIRALTY,
QUEEN

ANNE'S

MANSIONS,

D.N.R. (DEPT.

LONDON,

S.W.I

CHAT ON THE CORRIDOR
IV/SOl),

We learn with the deepest regret of the death of Colin Thomas Curbishly
(1940-49) who was drowned in a boating accident on Loch Etive, on August
14th, 1955; and of John Norman Rooney (1947-52), who died ill Cyprus on
February 15th, 1956, when the Army truck which was conveying him to
Nicosia Airport for horne and dcmobilisation was involved in a collision
with a local waggon.
"Sunt lacrimae rerum".
We congratulate the following on their academic achievements:
D. T. Jack, Open Scholarship in Mathematics at Corpus Christi
College, Oxford.
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E. J. N. Wilson, Exhibition in Natural Sciences at University College, Oxford.
R. S. Whiting, Exhibition in Geography at St. Catharine's College.
Cambridge.
Performances of the School Play, "Julius Caesar", were given in the
School Hall on the evenings of 15th, 16th, 17th ami 18th February, 1956. A
critical appreciation appears elsewhere in this issue.
On Wednesday, 29th February, members of the Sixth Forms attended
an Orchestral Concert at the Philharmonic Hall, given by the Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra and conducted by Mr. Trevor Harvey. The programme included: Overture, "Leonora No.3", by Beethoven; "Sheep May
Safely Graze", by Bach (arr. Walton); Concerto for Oboe and Strings, by
Cimarosa (Soloist, Mr. Edwin Roxburgh); Symphony No.2 in D Major, by
Brahms, and Rhapsody, "Espana", by Chabrier.
We congratulate Mr. D. F. Ellis, an Old Boy of the School, on winning
a Royal Philharmonic Society Prize for a composition-his
Symphony No. l.
Mr. Ellis is now studying at the Royal Manchester College of Music.
On the evening of Friday, 27th April, the School Music Club presented
a Concert of Music in the School Hall.
Boys from the Upper School were privileged to attend a Film Appreciation Lecture at the Philharmonic Hall on 22nd March. The film was "The
Planter's Wife" and the speaker was the Director of the film, Mr. Ken
Anakin.
We congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Warwick on their marriage, at Easter;
Mr. and Mrs. Ramsden on the birth of a son, andMr. and Mrs. R. N. Evans
on the birth of a daughter.
M. Gebler, who has been with us since September, 1955, has been
appointed Tutor in French at Liverpool University. We are happy to think
that we may still see something of him, and wish him every success in his
new post.

SCHOOL MAGAZINES
The Editors wish to acknowledge the receipt of the following magazines, with apologies for any omissions:The Also pian, Esmedun a, Essemmay, The Holt School Magazine, The
Quarry, The'Squirrel, The Visor, The Wallaseyan, The Warrior, St. Francis
Xavier's College Magazine, Holly Lodge High School Magazine.
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If the older members of the House show the same spirit of loyalty and
eagerness as do the juniors, we shall distinguish
ourselves further. There is
still a tendency, particularly in the Middle School, to leave everything to a
Icw keen boys. The efforts of these few will take us only three-quarters
of
the way; to ensure victory, all must do their share.

Once more we thank Mr. Durband and Mr. Watson, the latter in particular, for their constant enthusiasm in everything connected with the Sports.
D. T. JACK.

COCHRAN
Cochran unfortunately
has not yet recovered from last term's poor
position and has no recent successes to its credit. A low position in 'the
cross-country races was followed by the defeat in the early rounds of the
competitions of both football and basketball teams. Owing to preparations
for the School Play there were few House meetings early in the term, but
the notice boards have carried all the necessary information and there is
little excuse for the poor response.
In spite of two special meetings, very few members have entered for the
Sports and it appears that the only opportunity for the House to regain its
proper status will be in the Cricket Competition.
Cochran was well represented in the School Play, and K. E. Crossley
in particular, is to he congratulated on his performance as Cassius.
V. N. COWAN.

DANSON
The only praiseworthy achievement has been in the Cross-Country
Championship, in which the House was placed third on the aggregate. In the
Hockev Competition the team was narrowly beaten in "the Semi-Final; the
House"basketball
and football teams were eliminated in the first round of
their respective competitions.
At the time of writing, interest is centred on the forthcoming Athletic
Sports and, later this term, the Swimming Sports. In these and in, the House
Cricket Championships lies our only chance of achieving positive results
this School year. Combined endeavour could bring the success that has
hitherto eluded us. The Middle House has been active and willing, but a
greater effort is needed from everybody in the House, and especially from
the Senior members.
C. G. E. BERRY.

HUGHES
HOUSE NOTES
ALFRED HOLT
The fortunes of the House have improved considerably since the last
issue of the Magazine; we won the Intermediate Section of the Football
Competition and did very well in the Cross-country Races, coming first in
the Junior, second in the Intermediate, and second on the aggregate of the
results.
Although these were the only competitions in which Alfred was placed
first, we by no means disgraced ourselves in other activities: the Chess team
were runners-up in the Knock-out Competition, and in the Senior and Junior
Football and the Hockey competitions we were narrowly beaten by the
eventual winners.

Since the present House system was inaugurated, the only distinction
won by Hughes until last term had been in the Work competition. This year,
for the first time, the House has slipped from its position of academic
superiority; at last, however, the keen interest and support of our House
Masters have been rewarded by our first sporting successes. The Hockey team
won the Boswell Cup, while the Junior Football XI was victorious in its
competition.
Let us hope that these arc only the forerunners of many more successes
to raise the House from its present mediocre position, which is the result of
lack of support from the Middle School. The failure of this section of. the
House to provide a team for the cross-country event completely neutraliscd
the excellent performances of the Seniors and Juniors.
The conclusion is obvious: until every member realises that he himself
must participate in the activities of the House, we cannot expect many of
our efforts to he crowned with success.
N, W. FYANS

.-------.-~.--.

-----------------------
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LAWRENCE HOLT
The general enthusiasm of members of Lawrence brought a considerable
degree of success to the House during the Spring term, when a creditable
position was achieved in each of the three major competitions. In the Crosscountry Championships, Lawrence was placed first in the Senior and Middle
sections, and second in the Junior, having also the highest aggregate of
points. The Senior Football XI did wellto reach the final of the Whitehouse
Cup Competition after beating Hughes and Philip, but were well beaten by
a strong Tate side, while the hockey team also reached the final of the Boswell Cup, where they lost a very close game to Hughes.
The chief activities this term are the Athletic Sports and the Cricket
Competitions, while the House Work Competition will continue; next year's
Hobby Show, tea, should now begin to attract our attention. With the
continued support of Messrs. MacDonald and Parker, and a renewed effort
by all the members of the House, Lawrence can, in these competitions, add
to the reputation for enthusiasm, ability and success. which has been gained
in the first two years of its existence.
D. A. THOMAS.
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TATE
Tate House has had considerable success since the last edition of the
Magazine. After some keen tussles, it eventually won the Senior Football,
Basketball and Chess Competitions. The Under 15 Football and Fives teams
reached their respective finals and their keenness augurs well for 'the future.
We look forward to the Athletic Sports, Cricket and Senior Fives Competitions with confidence. For the House to perform creditably in the Swiming Sports, every member must do his utmost.
In the December examinations at Cambridge P. Hallam and K. R. Barbour were awarded Open Scholarships and J. R. Parry an Open Exhibition;
a triple success of which Tate House is justly proud.
Finally, we should like to thank Mr. Day and Mr. Lloyd for the help
and encouragement they have given so unselfishly.
1. E. SHARP.

THE SCHOOL PLAY
OWEN
Although the House has not proved successful in any of the competitions completed so far his year, a high standard of achievement has been
attained. The one blemish on our record was the lack of support received
for the House Cross-country teams, two of which were disqualified for not
having sufficient runners. Individual members of the House, however, ran
well, and M. S. Cumming is to be congratulated on winning the Under 16
Race. In the Football Competitions all the House teams were beaten by
eventual winners. Neither the Hockey XI, nor the Chess team enjoyed any
success.
This term the Athletic and Swimming Sports and the Cricket and Fives
Competitions present opportunities for everyone to help the House. win at
least one sporting honour. The House is to be congratulated on consistently
attaining first place in the House Work Competition and it is hoped that
this success can be continued.
Finally we must express our thanks to Mr. Morgan and Mr. Dewhurst
for their support and advice.
R. S. WHITING.
<.

PHILIP HOLT
In the competitions which have taken place since Christmas the House
has shown all-round consistency, rather than distinction in any particular
field. Last term's achievements in Cross-Country Running, Football and
Basketball were somewhat disappointing. although they did not suffer from
lack of support. A notable distinction, however, this time in the academic
field, has been achieved by the House Captain, E. J. N. Wilson, who was
awarded an Exhibition in Natural Sciences at University College, Oxford.
This term has brought a welcome change with the success of the Junior
Fives team. It is hoped that this standard will be maintained in the remaining
competitions and in the Athletic Sports, for which the House has a maximum
entry.
The enthusiasm which has been shown, in all House activities, especially
by the Junior members, is a criterion by which the future success of the
House may be judged.
The House is indebted to Mr. Bentliff and Mr. Warwick for their
enthusiastic participation in all its activities.
R. A. BUTL!..

Any dcubts of the School's ability to present tragedy were dispelled by
the production of "Julius Caesar" in the Hall on February 15th, 16th, 17th
and l Sth, The acting was of a consistently high standard, and nunc of the
cast did anything to destroy the: illusion of the drama. Indeed, it was the acting which prevented Acts 3 and 4 from becoming a mere epilogue, for what
is possibly the strongest unifying force, a sense of the continual presence of
Caesar from his death till the end of the play, was never fully achieved. But
to have achieved it at all, however slightly, is a considerable attainment for
any amateur company.
The part of Julius Caesar is by no means free from difficulties, and D.
G. McCulloch is to be congratulated on playing a pompous, over-bearing
dictator, without making it impossible to conceive of his attracting the affection of such men as Marcus Brutus. H~ made the audience very much aware
of the contrast between Caesar's superstitious fear and his over-confident
reliance on false friends, yet he never made the character seem artificial.
P. A. Kennerley quickly established Brutus as a man of nobility, despite
the handicap of a drab and unsuitable costume. His convincing acting of tbe
scrupulous Brutus, torn between love for his country and loyalty to his
friend, ensured that the audience always felt him to be honourable and
sincere. The contrast between the characters and the motives of Brutus and
Cassius was most marked throughout the play, but this was not achieved by
making Cassius a villain. K. E. Crossley successfully portrayed him as a
man capable of arousing honour and respect, even though moved to murder
by hate and jealousy. His passionate reasoning was an apt foil to the
thoughtful gravity of Brutus, though occasionally in the 'Quarrel' scene his
fervour made him almost inarticulate.
On the stage of a modern theatre J. E. Sharp, playing Mark Antony,
might from time to time have seemed over-dramatic, but in the amphitheatre
of the School Hall his acting was not out of place. The new proscenium and
lighting system obviates the need for footlights, producing a greater unity
of actors and audience. This atmosphere lent itself to Sharp's manner, yet it
was at the same time: perfectly suited to the thoughful soliloquies of Brutus.
Sharp always held the full attention of the audience, at once attracting
their sympathy, and his gradual transition from the loyal friend to the sneering opportunist did much to transfer that sympathy to Brutus.
ln a cast so large one must pass over many creditable performances,
but mention must be made of B. Worthington, for 'his acting as Decius
Brutus and of R. J. Walker, who played Casca, The Crowd gave of their
best b'ut were not numerous enough to convey the illusion. of a mob, while
the position of the pulpit made their small numbers more obvious. Its positioning had great compensations, however, making the speeches of Brutus
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and Antony far morc eftectivev and involving the audience more intimately
10 the play. Of the crowd, P. W. Johnson deserves praise for appearing so
convincingly low.
The minor characters, from soldiers to senators, several playing more
than one part, all contributed greatly to the success of the play. Bad acting
even in the smallest parts would have made the efforts of the leading actors
quite in vain, and it is a tribute to the producer and to all the actors that
no such weaknesses impaired the quality of the production.
S. G.

*

*

* *

The impression of the School Play which is retained by the general
public is no doubt one of smooth, satisfactory, if not brilliant performance;
of some excellent individual acting and of one or two weaker characters;
of an enjoyable social evening in School. But for members of the cast the
actual performances of 'Julius Caesar' were only the brief climax of four
months' rehearsal and preparation.
The play had been selected in November; 'Julius Caesar' was to be the
School's first attempt at tragedy since the war. The casting of the three
major characters presented little difficulty and it was not long before the
complete cast, including an excellent variety of plebeians and soldiers, had
been assembled. Rehearsals were held almost every evening, and often during
the dinner hour; before the beginning of the Christmas holidays the whole
play had been 'put on the stage'.
At the beginning of the Spring term tilt: play began to be taken more
seriously than before; the major actors rarely needed the prompter's services
and those playing minor parts dispensed with their books. Meanwhile all
army of electricians, carpenters, painters and hangers-on began to assemble
a vast metal frame and a cardboard Capitol, which eventually merged into
an impressive proscenium and set.
The distribution of costumes, and the resulting confusion, as everyone
tried on the Roman helmets and brandished swords, took a whole morning,
which was followed by the dress rehearsal. This day was also marked by the
first appearance of the long-expected blood which was to spurt from Caesar's
wounds. Various suggestions, including tomato ketchup and expendable
Caesars, had been rejected, and the final mixture combined oozy red reality
with solubility in water. Crowd noises had been recorded on a borrowed tape
recorder; a thunder-sheet, accidentally kicked during almost every scene at
the dress rehearsal, and five dozen flash bulbs had been acquired; an ingenious method of squirting blood over Caesar's cloak had been devised-the
production •.vould certainly not lack reality, and the standard of rehearsal
had promised that the actors would not disgrace their stage management or
producer.
The four performances passed; the audiences were duly shocked by
Caesar's murder and moved to passion by Mark Antony's funeral oration;
they pitied Brutus' death and feared Cassius' anger; Caesar's blood intrigued
them an.d the low characters amused them. Soon it was the end of Saturday's
performance; speeches of congratulation were delivered and a presentation
made to the producer. The play was over. We returned to School on Tuesday morning satisfied-disappointed
perhaps that our four months' endeavours were finished, and reminded that G.C.E. began in June.
D. A. T.

TOWARDS

A REAL "ENTENTE

CORDIALE"

For many centuries France and England were sworn enemies-from
Joan of Arc, to Louis XlV and Napolcon : all these names suggest to ourEnglish mind awesome figures of the past. the constant threat. Conflicting
interests led our two great nations to long and exhausting wars, both in
Europe and in the rest of the world.
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At the beginning of the present century, both France and England
rcalised that neither would benefit from this continuous antagonism in
Europe and that they had to face the terrible challenge coming from Germany. Besides, in the economic field, England and France discovered that
their interests were not opposed and that even their national resources
were in many ways complementary. Thus was born theidea of (he "Entente
Cordialc", in Europe at least,
Indeed the competition. in the rest of: the world, in the Middle East in
particular, lasted until very recently, not so openly perhaps, but as fiercely
as ever. Nowadays both France and England have lost, or are losing control
of this area. In face of the common threat stemming from the nationalist
movements in the colonies first, and from the increasing primary influence
of Russia and the United States, they have been brought to co-operate and
support each other. Colonial conflicts between France and England have
almost entirely disappeared: there is no more fighting over Canada, India,
Egypt, or Syria. When in September, 1955, the Algerian problem was
brought into discussion at the Assembly of the United Nations Organisation,
England was the foremost supporter of the French cause. As a matter of
fact, the only battlefield upon which the two countries can still pretend to
fight world leadership is the Rugby ground!
In 1956, the interests of France and England are identical, both in
Europe and in the world. Two great wars, won together, have taught us 10
co-operate. The ambitions 01' many great statesmen from both sides of the
Channel is to build up a strong Franco-British community, which may be
able to rise as a third force to challenge the two giants, Russia and the
United States. We can therefore assert that politically and economically the
"Entente" is well on the way to being achieved. But is there between France
and England a true "Entente Cordiale" that may be an "entente" of the
heart?
One must admit that this "Entente," into which our nations have come,
is only to a very small exent due to any cordial feelings: the real reason is
that we discovered that it was in our common interest to work together;
that in fighting we should only weaken each other. In the same way, as most
wars are fundamentally economic, so peace is in most cases, called forth by
economic considerations and necessities. From my own experience of my
fellow countrymen, from the many contacts I have had this year, I feel that
the "Entente Cordiale" is not yet a reality. Although many friendly contacts
exist between people from both countries, I must, to be honest, say that the
Bnzlish as a whole do not feel greatly for the French, and that the French as
a ;hole do not feel greatly for the English. We still do not understand each
other, we still do not tIUSt each other, and therefore the "Entente Cordiale'
is not yet achieved, there is a long way to go.
Indeed, as long as the English keep on considering the French as unreliable people deprived of any moral sense, and the French regard the English as pretentious hypocrites, no real friendship can exist between our two
nations. What divides us is no longer the competition of our banks and our
trade, but the divergence of our minds. We have a different outlook on life
and we find it difficult to reconcile our points of view. The problem, I think,
is deeper than it seems. We are living in a most. revolutionary period, where
even within a country, the former SOCial conflicts and distinctions tend to
disappear and are replaced. by others. Mon~y and property for a very long
time have segregated the different classes of society; we are at the dawn of
a new age, when intelligence more and more operates this segregation :
schools and universities in our countries are open to practically everybody;
the number of young men who can rely on their property or inherited money
to live is diminishing, while the number of those who have to depend on
their intellectual ahility is growing every day. In the same way, problems of
the mind assume a growing importance in international life. Nowadays international life and diplomacy .IS not only made ot markets to win, but of
cultural exchanges to be developed, of ideas and ideals tc be spread as well.
What still gives England and France a feeling of superiority over. many
powerful countries is a sense of greater culture. Culture, art, even sciences,
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seem to ~orm. a field in which men o~ all countries,.
of all religions
or
philosophical
ideas can meet and live amicably
together. To know each other
means to understand
each other and eventually
to love each other. If the
french
people learn to know the English people, and if the English people
learn to know the French people, then they will appreciate
and" understand
one another;
the "Entente
Cordiale" will become a reality.
1 believe in it; because of my own experience.
I first learnt English as a
language:
then 1 discovered
and learnt to apprecia te the English theatre and
English poetry; eventually
I c<:me to know England and its people. I am glad
to say that I. have enjoyed this year I have Just spent WIth you, and 1 have
made many friends m this country. I have also discovered
that most of the
greatest friends of France in England were English scholars in French, people
who study French for their own pleasure.
More French
people
must learn English
and come to England;
more
English people must learn French .and come to France. To study a language
IS not only to take a school subject. The Franco-British
community
must
be built, not only because it is a political
and economic
necessitv.
but also
because love is the. deepest and the highest reality of man. In your everyday
,~?rk m French !!es the seed of a Franco-British
community,
of a true
Entente Cordiale
.
J. M. GEBLER.
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The Onder 13 XI had a most successful
season. Few positional
changes
were necessary
and consequently
the team played together
very well. There
was an excellent
spirit and the standard
of football
was very good.
The Under
and good spirit.

12 XI did not play many

games

but displayed

enthusiasm

Our thanks are due to C. R. Marsden
and J. J. Gurney for their invaluable work as secretaries.
Finally we must express our gratitude
to Messrs.
Morgan, Edge, Warwick,
Devereux,
Lloyd, Dewhurst,
H. Watson,
Goodall
and Ramsden
for their continual
advice. interest and support.
Goals
F,
A.
P.
W.
L.
D.
1st Xl
2nd
3rd Xl....................
U.15 Xl
U.l4 XI

xt

Half

Colours

were

13
10

7
6

9

5

4
6

20
14

U.13 XI
D.12 XI
Full Colours
and Birch.
Full Colours

22
19

re-awarded

11
6
7
15
12
1
9
4
4
to R. S. Whiting,

were

awarded

to Farrer,

were

awarded

to Quayle

Ledsom,
and Gurney.

2

78

42

3

80

61
33

41
78

3
1

61
93
32

2
1
P. Hallam,
Lister

64
52
19
20
Lawrenson

and Tomlinson.

R. S. WHITING.

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
Although
it, did not retain the Senior Shield. the 1st XI had a good
season. Dunng
tne Autumn
term the team settled down quickly and performed with g!"eat suc.cess. Of the fourteen games played, eleven were won,
including
creditable
VIctories over Manchester
Grammar
School (7-1)
and
Bolton School (4-3),
on.e was drawn and two were lost, both very narrowly.
Frost and snow took their usual toll of Spring term games; five in succession
had to be cancelled.
After this long lay-off the team failed to recover its
earlier form, being noticeably
lacking in finishing-power.
Four games were
lost, including
the Shield match with Alsop High School
(0-2)
and the
an~ual fixture with the Liverpool
.Ramblers
(1-3).
The early season form,
which had been lost at the most Important
part of the season, returned
in
the last two games, when Salford Grammar
School were overwhelmed
bv
seven goals to two and Quarry
Bank, the Shield winners,
were extremely
fortunate
to complete a double.
The team, usually
consisted
of :-Cotton,
Farrer,
Hallam, Lawrenson,
R. S. Whiting, Lister, Tomlinson,

1

".1

Ledsom,
Gurney,
Birch and Quayle.

P.

The 2nd Xl season was reasonably
successful,
the majority
of the
matches
being won. Many close games were played; evident keenness was
shown by all those who at one time or another represented
the team, and the
football
reached a pleasing
standard.
The 3rd XI enjoyed a moderately
successful
season, which included
a
sparkling
victory over Manchester
Grammar
School. Though
bad weather
spoiled much of the football
in the Spring term, it says much for the enthusiasm of the team that at the end of the season they were not outclassed
by
Bluecoat
1st XI.
The Under
15 XI improved
as the season progressed
and played well
in the Junior
Shield Competition,
but were eventually
beaten
by Prescot
Grammar
School in the semi-final.
The best win of the season was against
Manchester
Grammar
School, who were defeated
by eleven goals to three
on their own ground.
The Onder 14 Xl began the season extremely
well and the standard
of
play was maintained
during the Autumn
term. During the Spring term, as a
result of injuries and many team changes, the team never really showed their
real form until the last game of the season.

HOCKEY
The improvement
of the first team has been maintained,
although
it has
been disappointing
to notice a drop in the interest
concerning
the 2nd XI.
If this improvement
in hockey
is to be consolidated,
greater keenness
to
learn the game must be shown by boys in the Lower School. Members
of
the first team are willing to teach younger
boys at the beginning
of next
season. If sufficient interest is shown, an Under 15 XI may be formed
and
fixtures arranged.
The fixtures during the second term were interfered
with by rain and
muddy,
rain-soaked
pitches.
Nevertheless,
the side adapted
itself well to
these conditions
and the only defeat the 1st XI suffered was against Calday
Grange.
Victories
were gained
against
Chester
Training
College,
Sefton
Hockev
Club, Manchester
Didsbury
Central
School, and Dunlop
Hockey
Club, the last game being won by the odd goal in nine.
During the matches against more experienced
teams. many lessons were
learnt about different aspects of the game.
We extend our gratitude
to Mr. Willott for his umpiring
and his helpful attitude
towards
School Hockey.
Thanks
are also extended
to Messrs.
Parker. Rogers and Ramsden. who readily gave up their Saturdays
to umpire
games.
Goals
L.
F.
A.
D.
P.
W.
53
25
3
I
8
12
lst xr
J. H. B. GRACE,
CAMEOS
WALKER-A
steady, reliable
goalkceper,
whose performances
improved
the
more games he played.
PARKINsoN-He
possessed
good stickwork.
A stylish player,
who always
remained
cool when uncler pressure.
KENDALL-A
ricorous
tackler, who was very quick to recover.
Performed
creditably
when called upon to appear in goal,
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OSBORNE-In his first season of hockey. Another cood tackler who always
watched where he distributed the ball.
to
,
WELTON,F. D.--The mainstay of the defence. An attacking centre half. who
possessed the hardest hit in the team. Scored one l!oal.
CAss-Move~l.to
left half from inside left and adaptcl! himself well to his
new pOSItIOn. Another good distributor of the ball.
DAVIES-A sprinter who made use of his speed. His stickwork improved
markedly towards the end of the season. Scored two goals.
GRACE, J. H. B.-Although
inexperienced he captained the side well distributing the ball intelligently. His ~xcellent eye and powerful' shot
often enabled him to score from difficult positions. Scored 18 goals.
MORTON,.W. F.-A very quick-moving player, who never gave up. He was
the Forager of the forward line, making many goals, as well as scoring
15 himself.
BRlDsoN-He can:e into the team in November, and proved to be an asset.
A hard-working player. Scored two goals.
THoM~s, D. A-Ht?
possessed good stickwork. His centres from the left
wing .were particularly dangerous. He scored 14 goals, five of which
were m one game.

MUSIC CLUB CONCERT
.

An audienc~ .of parents, Old Boys and friends of the School gathered
111 the Hall.on
Friday, 27th ~pril, at 7-30 p.m., to hear a concert presented
by the MUSICClub, The mUSICperformed, although predominantlv chamber
mUSIC, was vaned as regards both composer and ensemble.
.
. The concert opened with a Quintet for flute, oboe, violin. 'cello and
pianoforte by J. C. Bach-a contemporary of Mozart and one of the sons
of the great Bach. The quality of the music, the delicate interbalance of
melody and fine scoring make the work a pleasure to hear, even outside the
seventeenth-century
drawing-room, with which music of this kind is often
associated. From a slightly earlier period was the Harpsichord Concerto in
D by J. S. Bach, the longest work on 'the programme. The solo part was
play~d by Mr. ~. Brearley on hIS own harpsichord. The opportunity of
hearing such an instrument had been eagerly awaited bv musicians within
the School, jmo~gst whom its arrival had stimulated a great deal of interest.
They were not disappointed, for Mr. Brearley is a master of his instrument.
The concerto was conducted by Mr. D. F. Ellis, who skilfully controlled the
whole performance.
Solo items were played on the piano by J. R. Parry and J. McCabe. With
them modern mu~ic prevailed. J. R. Parry first played the well-known
Lover .and the Nlgl:trngaZ,: by Granados, capturing very effectively the
rOf!1anlIc sentiment of the piece. He interpreted with great feeling the lamentations of the lover and the shrill mocking call of the bird. In complete
contrast followed Debussy's Minstrels. J. McCabe played Legend of the
Inn by Turina, with great confidence and sensitivity combining colourful
musical description and Spanish rhythm.
'
:rhe combination <?f Mr. D. A V. Dendy, Mr. ~. Be.st and J. R. Parry,
provided three Items of contemporary chamber music. FIrst a Nocturne for
flute and piano composed in January of this year by an Old Boy of the
School, Mr. .1. Cullen. AI!hough an extremely modern work in idiom, it was
neatly ~ontnvcd and admirably executed. The trio for flute, violin and piano
was a light-hearted work, played 111the right ve111by the three soloists. There
were gay tunes and some puzzling effects, such as the 'ridiculous' section of
the last movement. Mr. Best now changed his violin for a viola to playa
Concertina by Liviere, accompanied by the untiring J. R. Parry. 'He played
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this very rapid work with great dexterity and joie de vivre. Perhaps this
would be an appropriate moment to acknowledge the support of many of
the School's Old Boys. who have indeed formed the backbone of the Cham"
bel' Orchestra.
Finally, the choral items: The four-part choir sang two groups of
choruses and part songs. opening with three early works, all religious in
theme--iesll, priceless treasure, a Bach chorale; a Latin motet for broken
voices by Vittoria, Domine non sum. atignus, and The heavens are telling,
from Haydn's Creation. The first two were sung with quiet dignity and the
last with exultant triumph. Later in the programme the choir sang three
more modern works. These were We shepherds sing by Eric Thiman, My
Spirit sang all day by Gerald Finzi, and All in the April Evening by Hugh
S. Robertson.
What the choir lacked in musical finesse, it gained in enthusiasm, and
under the skilled and patient directi.in of Mr. R. N. Evans earned a welldeserved reception.
It is to be hoped that parents will not take The Schoolmaster by Telemann as an accurate picture of School life. Mr. A. Hoskcr's attempts to drill
musical accomplishments into H. M. Duckett, N. F. Harding, J. E. Roberts
and R. Roberts resulted at one point in blows. Mr. Hosker gave an animated
performance as the schoolmaster and even. succeeded in drawing the accompanist into the academic conflict.
Two general criticisms have been made of the concert, that it was 'too
long' and 'too varied', The first of these has some foundation, as a three
hour concert, mostly of chamber music, is inclined to tax. the layman's
powers of concentration. It is, however, surprising that the concert should be
attacked on account of its variety, for surely the essential part of a school
concert of this kind is its variety. The programme tried, as far as possible,
to be representative of the School and Old Boys. It would be not only surprising, but also a little disappointing to see a lack of diversity. We therefore
congratulate the chairman of the Music Club, Mr. L. A Naylor, and his
assistants, on stage and off, for a well-chosen programme and an exemplary
performance.
J. E. SHARP.

SCHOOL

SPORTS

The School Sports Festival was held at Mersey Road on Saturday, 2nd
June, on a fine but blustery afternoon. There were intermittent showers,
but the threatened depression did not materialise, and the weather was an
improvement upon that of last year. Indeed, if any trust may be reposed in
weather cycles, the prospects for good conditions in 1957 are extremely
promising!
A strong cross-wind handicapped both competitors and spectators, but
there were no delays and many good times were returned. Earlier in the week
G. 1. Davies (U5d) had set up a record in the Long Jump (Open) with a
distance of 20ft. 4ins. This was better than the jump made by P. U. Rumjahn in 1938. The only record established on the day of the Sports fell to
D. W. Todd (U5d), who ran, the 220 yards (Under 16) in the time of 25'1
sees. The previous record, by H. L. Wallace, had stood since 1930.
V. N. Cowan failed to improve upon the time of 4 mins. 40 sees. set up
by K. Thomson in the Mile last year, but Cowan's time of 4 mins. 41·6 sees.
was a highly creditable performance. He led the field all the way and won by
about one quarter of a lap. F. D. Welton was second, S. G. Norris third,
and D. G. McCulloch repeated his close challenge of last year by again
coming in fourth.
During the interval the spectators were treated to a Gymnastic Display
organiscd by the School Gymnastic Club, under the supervision of Mr.
Ramsden and Mr. Goodall. The display opened with a series of vaults across
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and along the box performed by two groups of boys. The box was then
reduced to three sections, and each group performed a series of headsprings, singly, in pairs and in a stream. After a number of voluntary agilities
on the mat, the two groups merged for a final display of double vaulting
over two boxes, using spring boards and trampette. The Club is to be congratulated on a skilful and attractive performance.
The social scene appeared to be even more colourful than last year,
probably because there were longer intervals of sunshine. Indeed, one tall
competitor, who excelled at javelin and shot, was often mistaken for the
sun itself.
The provision of a marquee made this afternoon one of the most mcrnorable among post-war meetings. Mr. Durband, no longer resembling an
itmerant apothecary, has prospered, and in partnership with Mr. C. H.
Moore, had charge of real crockery, sandwiches and cakes, while Mr. Smith
manipulated an impressive-looking tea-machine with great dexteritv. Hovering near the tent were P. A. Kcnnerlcy and J. P. McKenzie, who' manfully
distributed bottles of minerals "ginglen in a whistling wind". All those who
were present were deeply appreciative of the hard work put in by everybody
who shared the responsibility for the catering.
Mr. Warwick, it was seen, had lent his famous cap to Mr. Booth,
receiving in exchange a bell, which he proceeded to ring from time to time.
Mr. Schofield, we noticed, was armed and proved to be exceedingly quick
on the draw. Cameramen were present in force, notably H. W. Fynn, who
stalked his quarry with great energy, and M. F. McNaughton, competent
and unobtrusive. Mr. Hart had some musical accompaniment this year, but
we do not think that he was responsibe for these particular records.
Once again the co-operation of competitors, officials and spectators
helped to make the occasion, if breezy, an enjoyable one. Our thanks are
also due to Mr. Brierley, C. Horsford and R. J. Patterson, of M6A, whose
efforts have made possible the detailed list of results which follows.
RESULTS
100 YARDS-U.l2, 1st J. Bloore, 2nd G. M. Day, 3rd D. W. T. Hughes. U.13,
1st P. S. Jones, 2nd D. A. Macauley, 3rd J. Sale. U.14, 1st C. J. Byrne,
2nd G. C. Winslow, 3rd J. F. Griffiths. U.1S, 1st S. G. Hill, 2nd J. Winstanley, 3rd J. E. Chapman. U.16, 1st D. G. Langton, 2nd D. W. Todd,
3rd P. G. Daniel. Open, 1st E. Bennett, 2nd J. M. Radcliffe, 3rd G. 1.
Davies.
'
220 YARDS-U.l2, Ist J. R. Davies, 2nd C. R. Blyth, 3rd G. M. Day. U.13,
1st K. A. Jones, 2nd D. A. Macauley, 3rd J. Sale. U.l4, l st C. J. Byrne,
2nd N. T. Egerton, 3rd D. L. Brown. U.1S, l st S. G. Hill, 2nd D. D.
Wright, 3rd J. E. Chapman. U.16, l st D. W. Todd, 2nd D. G. Langton,
3rd P. W. Johnson, 4th J. R. Winnington. Open, l st E. Bennett, 2nd P.
Hallam, 3rd J. M. Radcliffe.
L!40YARDS-U.13, 1st R. T. Green, 2nd J. Sale, 3rd D. R. Norris. U.1S, 1st
B. A. Howard, 2nd D. D. Wright, 3rd J. E. Chapman. Open, l st P.
Hallam, 2nd W. F. Morton, 3rd S. G. Norris.
880 YARDS-U.lS, l st B. A. Howard. 2nd E. J. Brabins, 3rd P. Cain. Open.
l st V. N. Cowan, 2nd W. F. Morton, 3rd S. G. Norris.
ONE MILE-U.I6, 1st W. J. Rigby, 2nd D. Wilson, 3rd P. A. Dunne. Open
Ist V. N. Cowan, 2nd F. D. Welton, 3rd S. G. Norris.
CRICKETBALL-U.13, 1st D. W. T. Hughes, 2nd J. Park, 3rd A. Houghton.
V.IS, Ist V. A. Keeling. 2nd L. W. Harding, 3rd D. N. Holgate.
LONGJUMP-U.l3, 1st P. S. Jones, 2nd W. A. A. Thom, 3rd G. R. Gorst.
U.1S, 1st M. Pickett. 2nd C. J. Byrne, 3rd J. S. Winstanley. Open, 1st
G. I. Davies, 2nd D. G. Langton, 3rd D. W. Todd.
HIGH JUMP-U.13, Ist D. A. Macauley. 2nd P.M.
Mcr urtncy, 3rd A.
Houghton. U.1S, l st A. G. Gilbert. 2nd C. J. Byrne, 3rd D. A. Campbell. Open, 1st D. W. Todd, 2nd D. G. Evans, 3rd R. J. Walker.
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DISCUS-"]st E. Bennett, 2nd D. K. Morris, 3rd P. Hallam.
JAYEl.lN--lst D. K. Morris, 2nd D. H. Harmer, 3rd F. D. Welton.
PUTTINGTIlESHOT-1st D. H. Harmer, 2nd W. C. Cotton, 3rd K. R. Barbour.
OBSTACLERACE-V.13, l st J. Huxley, 2nd R. L. Hand. U.lS, 1st P. Fairbrother, 2nd H. E. Lewtas. Open, 1st T. M. Richards, 2nd M. S. Cumrning.

RELAYRACE-Senior, 1st Lawrence Holt, 2nd Owen, 3rd Alfred Holt, Intermediate, 1st Tate, 2nd Lawrence Holt, 3rd Danson. Junior, 1st Owen,
2nd Alfred Holt, 3rd Philip Holt.
INDIVIDUAL

CHAMPIONSHIPS.

SENIOR:E. Bennett. INTERMEDIATE:
S. G. Hill and B. A. Howard. JUNIOR:
P. S. Jones.
HOUSE CHAMPIONSHIPS.
SENIOR: Lawrence Holt. INTERMEDIATE:Alfred
AGGREGATE:Lawrence Holt.

Holt.

JUNIOR: Owen.

IMPRESSIONS OF STRASBOURG
In April of this year, a group of boys, with two ma~ters, spent two
weary nights on trains and a pleasant hour at sea, journeying from Liverpool to Strasbourg. An ancient fortress town, still as economically and politically important as its name suggests, Strasbourg is a centre of feverish
business and industry. A place where the visitor seldom stays more than one
night, on his way to the snow-slopes of the Vosges or the Schwarzwald, it
still manages to veil its mundane mind with a face of architectural and
natural beauty. Alive and active, the city yet retains the atmosphere of
mediaeval cathedral and cultural university.
Disconnected though they may .be, the memories of the town form indelible impressions. The smooth surface of the River Ill, broken by the
occasional weir; the small, genuinely antique area of "La Petite France",
surrounded by incongruities of modern architecture; a sixteenth-century cafe
sporting a musical box with a tone reminiscent of grand opera on a barrelorgan-these will remain in many minds. There arc recollections also of the
House of Europe, the most recent monument to man's favourite wcaponthe human tongue; of the grotesqueness of a souvenir stall at the summit of
the Cathedral; and of a collarless evening in the heavens listening to some
fine Italian voices which brought back memories of the Parisian Opera
Comique.
The motor-coach, oft despised foster-mother of the lazy man's holiday,
served to display the wonders of the Vosges and Black Forest. Giant conifers
towering above the winding and sloping roads must have towered there
twelve years ago; then these forests had been full of ammunition dumps,
while now the SUIl shone upon peaceful, sparkling snowdrifts. Atop the
slopes was wintry Haut Kocnigsbourg, a mediaeval castle restored by the
Kaiser, the result of one of those sudden and illogical desires, on the part of
German rulers, to see a work of culture nurtured by their patronage. In the
valleys below were the pastel shades 01' crooked Alsatian houses, halftimbered, with window boxes bedecked with flowers, while shell-holes and
crosses reminded one of things past, and the Cigogne on the honsctops of
things to come.
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Unpleasant
memories
there are, too, for Strasbourg,
because or its
position, is-to
use the political jargon of today, when American
seems to
be the lingua [ranca of the world--of
paramount
importance,
It stands; but
it is a house divided against itself. where a man might favour either Germany
or France, because of his own opinion of the interests of his province,
and
where British popularity
rests on the slender memories
of the legendary,
Churchill.
It is indeed disturbing to cross the Kchl Bridge, over the Rhine,
where French and German armed posts once faced one another, and to hear,
on reaching the Strasbourg
side, a sigh, of relief and a horn-blast
of what
might be hatred from an Alsatian coach-driver
with strong French feelings.

C. W. S.

THE COUNCil

OF EUROPE

The group of members of the School, who visited Strasbourg
at Easter.
spent an interesting
afternoon
in the building, hideously modern but well
designed for its purpose, where the Council of Europe sits twice each year.
We were fortunate
in having, as guide, Mr. Cosmo Russell, Assistant Director of the Council's Press and Information
Department,
who sat us down in
the seats of the mighty in the Council Chamber
itself and explained
the
growth and work of the Council to us.
The House of Europe was thrown up overnight and the same mood of
panic accompanied
the initial actions of the Assembly itself. A cynic might
describe it as another attempt on the part of terror-stricken
men to save what
is left of the so-called civilisation which has led him to the brink of destruction. Others might associate this Council with all the other ill-fated European
congresses which have ultimately
ended in dismal failure.
The Council certainly started with a flourish, which might be epitornised
by the faithless phrase in political circles, of "goodwill
towards men". The
European
Convention
on Human Rights, the Council's first legislative
act,
was an attempt to combat totalitarianism,
which, according to the Council.
was the "political sickness of the day". Article Two of the Convention
would
seem pointless and unneeded,
were it not for the parlous state of the world
in which we live. It states: "Everyone has the right to life, liberty and the
security of ,)erson". All the other articles sum up the privileges which have
been recognised as the common heritage of every man since the publication
of the "Rights of Man".
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Many soon realised the difficulty of ensuring the execution
of these
resolutions, even in the democratic countries of Western Europe. At this time,
in fact, there was a strong movement for European
federation, which foundered, however, because of the non-participation
of Britain and the Scandinavian
countries.
In reaction
to this there were, naturally,
widespread
demontrations
of disappointment,
but all this frustration
did have a singular
and marked effect on the Council's
aims. It now devotes itself to the coordination of European economy, to social welfare-especially
to the refugee
and surplus population
problems--and
to education.
In its short life of eight years, the Council has changed its constitution
radically. From what was once considered
an idealistic, futile and powerless
assembly, it has progressed enough to bc now recognised as one of the major
unifying factors in the western world. It has achieved this not least through
the candid nature of its proceedings.
One striking example of this-the
way
in which the French and German
delegations,
after long and frank discussion, reached agreement over the question of a European army-has
done
much to ensure the stability of Europe. With ever increasing authority,
the
Council is laying claim to the title of "mouthpiece
of Europe".
C. W, S.
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C.C.F. (ARMY AND BASIC SECTIONS)
Fcotdrill on the Lower Yard with sheet ice on the flagstones and a cutting east wind could lower the morale of the best of troops. Everyone was
glad to see the Spring Term really merge into the Spring and leave the snow
and winds of Winter behind.
The work put in by N.C.O.s and cadets at the lunch-hour
lectures during
Term received a final brushing up at the Easter vacation camp held at Altcar. Here the Regular Army assistance provided by two corporals
from the
King's Regimental
Depot helped considerably
in the final stages before the
Certificate A Part 1 and Part 2 examinations
at the end of the camp. The
recruit squads brought credit to themselves and the Corps by the large number of passes obtained, but the senior cadets failed to distinguish themselves.
As in all other examinations,
only hard work and regular application
to the
subject will bring success.
On Thursday,
17th May, the annual inspection of the Corps was carried
out by Brigadier G. C. Wells, M.C., T.D. In bis report he stated, "I was most
impressed by the bearing and turn-out
of the parade and there is obviously
a very good spirit in the Unit".
Unfortunately,
the dates of the external
examinations
this year clash
with the Ashburton
Cup Shoot at Bisley and the School will not be able
to send a team. On the other hand we hope to maintain the high standard
achieved last year at the Northern Public Schools Shoot at Altcar on Saturday, 2nd June. A number of cadets have been putting in extra practices with
the Altcar Rifle Club.
Sergeant
Harris is to be congratulated
on winning two silver cups, a
medal and three spoons at various meetings during last season. It is to be
hoped that he will add more trophies to his collection this year-if
there are
any left.
MILES.

C.C.F. (R.A.F. SECTION)
Since Christmas
the activities of the Section have been. carried on with
marked success, demonstrated
by the outstanding
achievement
of the cadets
who were entered for the Proficiency
and Advanced
Proficiency
examinations. Five cadets passed Proficiency and all four leading cadets who sat for
the Advanced
examination
passed; two, Boyack and Hubbard,
with credit.
These cadets and their instructors,
who have willingly given up their free
time to lecturing,
should be congratulated
on these results,
Following
a substantial
intake from the Basic Section, the numbers and
qualifications
of the members of the R.A.F. Section are higher now than
they have been for some time. A Signals Section has been formed among the
senior cadets, who are receiving instruction
in morse and Aldis signalling
from Cpl. Barbour.
Unfortunately,
it was not possible to hold the customary
annual camp
this Easter. Several cadets, however, spent a week at R.A.F. Halton, recciving Proficiency Training. F /Sgt. Wilson was fortunate
enough to be selected
for a Star Camp at R.A.F. Little Rissington, He spent an enjoyable week in
the Officers' Mess; a week crowded with a variety of activities, ranging from
acrobatics
in a Meteor 7 to dinner with the C.-in-C., Home Command.
The Section
Preece for their

is, as always, greatly indebted to FIt./Lt.
constant
attention
and encouragement.

Watson

and F

/0

E. J. N. WILSON, F/S.
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Mining Engineering

SCOUT NOTES

I was a pupil at the Liverpool
Institute
"have been a mining engineer abroad.

Activities
since the Christmas
holidays have been many and varied. The
Troop's Annual visit to Wool ton Remand Home for a camp-fire evening was
a great success; near the beginning
of the Spring Term a modest party was
held, and thoroughly
enjoyed by all who participated.
Several Scouts. doubtless, saw the vanity of over-eating
when. they were taking part in some lively
games organiscd
by an over-exuberant
officer.
..

Just before Easter,
a team of Scouts won the shield for emergency
first-aid presented
annually
by the Liverpool
University
Rover Crew and
during the Easter holidays, a representative
patrol won the Scout section of
the Tilney Colours
competition
for general proficiency.
Congratulations
to
both teams!
Badge work has flourished
of late, especially
in the sphere of firefighting; a course has been held and the percentage
of final successes was
extremely
high. Successful
also was the Troop
Field Day, which entailed
luxury conveyance
to Little Sutton, and from there an interesting
trail-laying
enterprise
which led eventually
to Burton Woods. Here instruction
was held,
wide games played,
'and after a somewhat
circuitous
march
back to the
village, the Troop returned
to Liverpool.

and since

1910

metals.
climates
two to
months,
with the
mining

My last post was as manager of a tin-wolfram
property
in the Far East.
Wolfram
is the ore from whieh tungsten
is obtained,
and tungsten
is used
for making carbide
for the tips of drills and the cutting edges of tools. It
'S much
harder than tempered
steel. My previous
post was on titanium, one
of the metals used extensively
in jet engine and gas turbine work, because
certain alloys stand up to very high temperatures
without melting or breaking. It is obtained
from the black iron sand found on old raised beaches
and some present-day
coasts. Aluminium
is obtained
from bauxite, a reddish
mineral being worked extensively
nowadays
011 the surface,
in many parts of
the world.
Most base-metal
and gold mining is underground.
The mineral deposits
are followed
down with mine workings
from where they outcrop
and are
visible on the surface. Nowadays,
prospecting
is more scientific. Geophysical
prospecting,
using the electrical,
magnetic,
seismic, or torsion-balance
method, is' being used increasingly
to locate ore-bodies
which would otherwise
have remained
undiscovered.
The geo-chemical
study of the minerals
in
soils is being used for the same purpose.

the School and Troop,
Mr. B.
well done, indeed!
And thanks
his organisation,
as well as to
supervising
the financial affairs

The salaries in many of these metal-mining
engineering
and geological
jobs abroad
are good. Nowadays,
recently-graduated
students start at up to
£700-£900,
the rate being usually highest in the tropics. Living conditions
vary. The camp is frequently
isolated and it is not possible to visit towns,
with their shops and cinemas.
Most established
mining communities
have
their clubs, dances, swimming
pools, tennis and horse-riding,
and time passes
quickly, notwithstanding
the isolation.

OLD BOYS' SECTION

Captain Ewart, now in retirement
in. the south of England,
tells us that
at 82 he often recalls his davs at the Institute
With deep affection;
we would
like to hear from other Old 'Boys who could add to our picture of life at the
Scbool in the nineteenth
century.
From time to time letters reach us from Old Boys who have settled
abroad. Occasionally
o~e visits the School after a lapse of many years, and
one such is Percy H. Onians, who tells us in the following
article something
about his career and its prospects.

1900-1907.

My own experience
has been entirely in the base and precious
My work has taken me all over the world:
I have worked in good
and intensely
cold ones; in jungle,
in deserts, and at altitudes
of
three miles above sea level. Some of my jobs have lasted only a few
some several years. Sometimes
my work has been directly concerned
mining of ore, and sometimes
I have been employed
to examine
properties,
by companies
wishing to buy, sell, or work them.

At half-term
few patrols ventured out into the wilds to hike; at Easter
this was unfortunately
prevented
owing to unforeseen
circumstances,
but
Summer will, we hope, be the occasion
for a full Troop camp; provisional
arrangements
have been made for a visit to the Aberystwyrh
area.

It is the privilege of critical Old Boys to say that the School isn't what
it was. Considering
how difficult it is to house the present
School in the
building
as we know it today, we can only bc rhankful
that some changes
have been wI·ought. Things may not be today wholly as they should be, but
-according
to Captain
A. E. Ewart, R.N. (Retireo)-they
are much better
than they were. Captain
Ewart joined the School in 1879 at the tender age
of five, when there were 1,200 pupils in attendance'
A veteran of three wars and it notable individualist,
Captain Ewart tells
us that for the past thirty years his cheques
to the Inland Revenue
have
always been made out to The Income Tax Fiend' .Thev are, he says, accepted without
comment
...
There was no Sports and Arts Club in his day, or grants from the Corporation
to. subsidise
sPOt:t. "We had to beg pitehesJrom
all and sundry,
and I repaired
our pavilion
in Sefton
Park myself".
All expenses
were
covered
by a half-crown
subscription
from forty members.

from

']";1(; mining
engineer takes a three-year
course at a School of Mines, or
at one of the Universities,
and :IS he progresses
he: specialiscs,
either in
mining itself. metallurgical
work, or mining geology.
He decides whether
he wants to be a coal-mining
engineer.
or whether he wants to work in the
metals.
There
are, of course,
abundant
opportunities
in coal-mining
in
Britain. but for the many well-paid
metal-mining
jobs, one has to go abroad.

Meetings in the gymnasium
have been more or less regular. and attendance has usually
been good; on the occasion
of the School Play, Scouts
successfully
organised
a cloakroom.

We must congratulate
an ex-member
of
Carlson, on gaining his Queen's Scout Badge;
are here due to our Scouter, Mr. Evans, for
Mr. Smith, who has shown great patience in
of the Troop.
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1 have never regretted
taking up this kind of work. It has meant living
away from England.
but mining engineering
takes one to new countries
where there is plenty of scope for the energy of youth in most fascinating
work amongst
the different peoples of the earth.
Our OW11 country is still the best, but it has very few metal mines nowadays. Some of them are in Cornwall,
the home of so many who, during the
last 150 years or so, laid the foundations
of mining in America,
Australia,
and elsewhere.
Camborne
School of Mines is in the middle of the old Cornish tin mining district to which the Phoenicians
came for their tin 2,000 years
ago.
PERCY
H. ONIANS.

*
The Annual Dinner was held this year at the
were the Lord Mayor of Liverpool,
Alderman
Pannell, M.P. for Kirkdalc,
and Mr. D. Craven,
The President.
Sir Frank
M. Baddeley,
K.B.E.,
Over ninety Old Boys were present.
The third Ladies' Night will be held at the
House, on Saturday,
November
lOth, 1956.

School. The guest speakers
R. R. Bailey, Mr. Norman
an Old Boy of the School.
C.M.G.,
was in the chair.
Mecca

Restaurant,

Sefton
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For the first time since L928. thc Football Club succeeded in winning
the Marlborough Trophy, The Liobians were runners-up in the Old Boys'
League. Division J, and third in the 1 Zingari, Division Ill. The club now
has seventy members, and fields for four league teams.
J. D. Evans has been appointed to the Chair of Prehistoric European
Archaeology at London University. Aged 31. Mr. Evans has been engaged
in research work in Spain. Turkey and Jericho, and his excavations in Malta
have been the subject of both radio and television programmes.
We record with great pleasure that Councillor Frederic Hill (1906), has
been elected Mayor of Crosby. At the luncheon which followed the Mayormaking on Wednesday, May 23rd, the Headmaster of the School, Mr. 1. R.
Edwards, M.A., proposed the toast to the Borough of Crosby.
On Friday, May 11th, the Headmaster was present at the Cambridge
Old Boys' Annual Dinner, which was held in SI. John's College.
O. Bilson, of Downing College, has been Secretary of the Cambridge
Union during the present term.

CROSS-COUNTRY

RUNNING

The first race of the Spring Term was an Inter-House Relay, for which
each House was supposed to run, over It mile laps, two Seniors, two Under16's, and two Under-14's. The first House to finish was Owen, whose team
on inspection was found to comprise three Seniors (one running twice) and
two Under-In's, with no Under-14's! The first House to finish with a legitimate team was Cochran, for whom V. N. Cowan returned the fastest lap
time of 7 mills. 2 secs., 40 seconds faster than the next best time.
As with the Relay, so with the House Charnpionships=several
members
of teams failed to turn up. However, enough runners braved the snow and
ice to make the morning a success, especially for Lawrence Holt House, who
won the Senior and the Under-16 Championships and the aggregate. The
Under-14 Championship was won by Alfred Holt House.
Individual winners were r-sSenior=-V. N. Cowan (Cochran). Under-16-M.
S. Cumming (Owen).
Under-14-P.
Cain (Danson).
The Scho01 Senior team's first fixture resulted in a surprising, though
most convincing victory over St. Edward's College, by 35 points to 43. This
more than compensated for the defeat of the Under- 16 and Under-14 teams.
The next fixture was the Sanfield Park Junior Road Relay, in which
our Under-16 team finished ninth out of eleven teams. The following week
the Under-If and Under-14 teams defeated those of Toxtcth Technical
College.
The Liverpool Institute Merseysidc Grammar Schools' Road Relay, held
annually at Mersey Road, attracted this year a record entry of thirteen
teams. Although a new lap record had been prophesied, tll\les were generally
slower than in previous years, no doubt on account 01 the heavy wind
against the runners along the Ottcrspool. Prom~nade. The fastest lap was
run by P. Snape of St. Edward's College, 111 the tunc of 10 111ll1s .. 9 sec;s., just
one second faster than that of V. N. Cowan. Thus the record 01 9 mms. 46
sees. for the two mile laps stands for another year. The team winners were
S1. Edward's College, with the School team a rather' disappointing fifth,
Two teams ran at Disley, Cheshire, on the following Saturday in the
Northern Schools Cross-Country Championships. The Under-16 team finished 25th out of 52 teams; the Senior team again ran disappointinuly to
finish 14th out of the 58 teams.
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However, with the encouragement and the guidance of Mr. Rowell, we
look forward to another strenuous and enjoyable season next year.
The following new awards were made.
Full Colours to A. F. Burke, S. G. Norris and R. D. Townsend.
D. G. MCCULLOCH.

GYMNASTIC CLUB
As has been the custom in previous years, the Gymnastic Club is to give
a demonstration on Sports Day. With this end in view, sixteen boys have
been selected to form the team, and much hard work is being put in by both
boys and masters. The accent of the demonstration is on style and finish.
combined with teamwork. The usual agility and boxwork are being supplemented by more advanced work on the trampette, which calls for eourage
and ability and which is often spectacular. The most spectacular vaults,
however, are not always the most difficult to perform, and it is unavoidable
and unfortunate that some: of the finer and more delicate points will pass
unnoticed and unappreciated. The standard of the work is generally high
and the display may prove to be the best yet given,
Finally, our thanks are due to Mr. Goodall and Mr. Ramsden for
their continued advice and support.
R. S. WHITING.

RUGBY FIVES
The year has shown a remarkable increase of interest in Rugby Fives,
especially in the Lower School, and the entry for the Junior Individual
Championship was very encouraging. The standard of the Juniors' play
augers well for the future,
The School team lost away to Manchester University, a very strong
side, but won the return match; it also beat Hulme Hall and Merchant
Taylors' School convincingly at home.
The handicap doubles competition was won by Bramhall and McCulloch,
last year's runners-up, who defeated Mr. Rowell and P. Hallam in the final.
In the Junior House final Phillip emerged the winners of a keenly fought
contest.
Finally, the team wishes to thank Mr. Bentliff and Mr. Rowell for their
interest and assistance in organising fixtures and competitions.
T. JOHNSTONE.

LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY
During the Spring Term the Society has grown in strength: speakers
who had already shown promise have matured, and many entirely new
faces have appeared. Meetings of the Society have much to recommend to
those of the Upper School in both serious and humorous entertainment.
Following this record there is a resume of a Society meeting, which we hope
will interest any such prospective debaters.
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On December
20th the Christmas
Party included
provided
scope for bantering
wit, legal entanglement,
caricature.
Here
and
For

are full details

of this term's
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a Mock Trial. which
and rather
dubious

debates:--

January
17th : 'That
women arc the stronger
sex.". Pro:
J. R. Parry
R. Rochester.
Con: R. J. Walker and D. S. Rudnick. Motion Carricd :
19; Against 6; Abstentions
6.

February
28th: "That sport is a waste of time". Pro: J. C. Cuthbertson
and P. W. Johnson.
Con:
D. G. McCulloch
and B. Worthington.
Motion
defeated:
For 3; Against 16; Abstentions
2.

P. A. Kcnnerley
considered
the apparent
freedom
of "Brave
New
World",
where there was freedom
from disease. poverty,
and religion. In
such a society, however, a savage saw slavery and tried 10 escape from it.
Vice-President,
Mr. D. G. Bentlirl.
insisted
jugglng,
freedom
and slavery were irreconcilable
only vote for the opposition.

that apart from verbal
opposites.
and he could

R. J. Walker's
conception
of freedom was the ability to live one's own
life. Yet all free men are slaves-slaves
to morality
and convention.
No one
has attained
freedom;
the artist is slave to his medium, man to matter.

O. E. Craigen showed that the voluntary
acceptance
of "slavery"
to
society, or, on the part of the artist, acceptance
of the limitations
of his
particular
medium
was not slavery, but in fact an expression
of freedom.

March 6th: "That we are all far too conservative".
Pro: S. G. Norris
and G. E. Craigcn.
Con:
V. N. Cowan and J. E. Sharp. Motion defeated:
For 5; Against 12; Abstentions
O.

B. B. Kendall
thought
that, historically,
freedom,
its desirability
was proved.

March 20th:
"That
schooldays
are the happiest
days of one's life".
Pro:
Mr. D. G. Bentliff and J. H. B. Grace. Con:
Mr. A. Durbaud and
D. A Thomas.
Motion defeatcd:
For 15; Against
16; Abstentions
4.

J. A. Stanton favoured
the case for the proposition,
man must adapt himself to society, of which he is a part,
the basis of his life.
D. G.
thought

"Freedom is Slavery"
At 7-0 p.m. on Tuesday,
January 31st, the School Literary and Debating
Society
assembled
in the Board Room,
confronted
with this formidable
subject. Mr. C. H. Moore took the chair and opened the debate by calling
on D. A. Thomas
to propose the motion.
The speaker adopted a behaviourist
argument,
his main contention
being
that freedom from one thing makes us slaves to another. Freedom
of thought,
for instance,
enslaves us to truth and logic; physical freedom
enslaves us to
health. Abstract
freedom
consists in the lack of compulsion,
in the ability to
do as we wish. Yet we are forced to exercise our faculties
to avoid being
slaves. We are slaves to freedom,
doubly enslaved in being free. Effort and
self-control
are forced on us, if we are to suppress self-indulgence.
Freedom
in fact, is slavery of conscience.
Replying
to this, J. E. Sharp first defined freedom
and slavery, The
former he saw as independence
of others, while respecting
the liberties
of
others. the latter as absolute
obedience
10 an external
will. Complete
and
absolute
freedofn
could be achieved
only when the psychological
ego conquered prejudice
and environment:
this freedom
could produce
anything
from a great work of art to a state of insanity.
The great religions
of the
world all saw man as possessing
free-will,
and SUCll freedom
is not selfslavery. He concluded
with all appropriate
Johnsonian,
"Wc know our wills
are free, Sir, and there's an end of it".
dence
to it
with
who

Seconding for the proposition,
V. N. Cowan defined freedom as indepenof
ature and of society. Freedom is clearly non-existent
and devotion
slavery to a myth. It is a spiritual quality and living, as we do, bound in
matter.
we are "slaves to necessity".
The only free man is the artist
possesses creative freedom.

S. O. Norris agreed. while seconding
the opposer,
that freedom
cannot
be absolute and that it demands an effort of the will. But freedom and slavery
are opposites
and i-t. was not permissible
to maintain
that freedom
isItself
slavery. There is always an clement of one quality
In Its opposites, for a
slave enjoys freedom
from responsibility,
and the fact that pain must cease
gives it some pleasure.
The four main
the House to speak

speeches
being over,
from the floor.

the Chairman

invited

members

of

McCulloch
was baffled
the motion was illogical.

In conclusion,
the two
summing
up. J. E. Sharp,
freedom
was an abstract
subservience.
It was untrue

as man

by the intricacies

had

always

of

longed

for

maintaining
that
and which forms
the

debate

and

main speakers
were called upon to give a brief
for the Opposition,
repeated
his argument
that
quality,
and slavery emotional
and intellectual
that society enslaves man, because man is society.

Proposer
D. A. Thomas agreed that man has free-will, but it brought
with it a moral obliganon.
and the greater the freedom,
the greater the obligation. Only animals, having no conscience,
are free.
The motion was then put to the vote
five, with four abstentions.

MACALISTER

and was defeated by nine votes to
G. E. CRAIGEN, J. E. SHARP.

SOCIETY

The meetings of the Society during the past year have proved interesting,
both in their content and in their scope. The range of subjects
covered by
the speakers
has been great-varying
from Machiavelli to Advertising and
from The Development of Music to The Evolution of Man.
by Mr. Durband,
who read a paper on Adverof the subject was examined,
showing
that the
claims made by manufacturers
in the eighteenth
century
were no more
exaggerated
than those of today. In a very amusing
manner
the speaker
classified advertisements,
placing them in a dozen or so groups, according
to
their nature,
aim. and appeal.
The

season

was opened

tising. In this the history

The Society was asked by Mr. Wray, in his talk on The Evolution of
to look upon its ancestors
with a scientific eye. He pointed out, with
the aid of some very clear diagrams,
the main differences
between man and
the ape, and described
the relics of ancient men found in different parts of
the world. The Piltdown
fraud was discussed,
and, finally, the speaker put
forward
the chid arguments
against the theories of Darwin.
MOil,

In the first of his two talks on The Theatre in England, P. A. Kennerley
traced the growth of the theatre from the fifth century A.D. to the reign of
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Charles J. After describing the first plays, performed in churches on Holy
Days, and those later produced by the Guilds, he followed the development
of all aspects of the theatre-buildings
and stage properties, as well as the
drama itself. In his second paper he dealt with the decay of the English
theatre after the time of Charles 1 and its gradual resurrection in the late
nineteenth and the twentieth centuries. The speaker drew attention to the
rise of literary drama and made some tentative suggestions of the course
the theatre might follow in the future.
At the fifth meeting M. Gebler read a paper entitled Revolt and A uthenticity-two
aspects of modern French thought, Speaking of the general state
of mind of the French at the end of the war, he recalled their disappointment at the prospect, not of lasting peace, but of imminent war, their dissatisfaction with internal conditions and their chagrin at the failure of such men
as General de Gaulle to fulfil expectations. He showed how this dissatisfaction had resulted first in apathy, then in a feeling of revolt and a desire to
discover the genuine, definite and unalterable. The speaker described the
main principles of Existentialist philosophy, and cited other instances 01
revolt and authenticity in contemporary French life and thought.
The Development of Music since the sixteenth century was the subject
of J. R. Parry's address to the Society. The earliest music was religiouswritten by monks for church services. When the monasteries were closed.
secular music was introduced, but the form of music was still very simple.
By 1600 a change had occurred-although
music was still written largely
for the voice, some was composed specifically for keyboard instruments.
During the seventeenth century more and more instrumental music was
written, and the form of the composition became more complicated. Since
the eighteenth century there had been three distinct periods-Classical,
Romantic and the Modern, which may be considered the ultimate Romanticism. It was impossible to tell what the next trend would be.
In a lucid and interesting paper V. N. Cowan described, in what he
hoped was an unbiassed manner, the life and work of Machiavelli. The
speaker took pains to dispel the misconceptions generally held regarding
Machiavelli, pointing out that the man did not put forward a code of moral
action, but suggested the expedient course in given circumstances. After a
brief biography and a statement of Machiavelli's principal arguments. he
read passages from The Prince, and discussed the merits and defects of the
statesman's views.
In his paper on The Aim of Criminal Punishment S. G. Norris examined
the various aims attributed to criminal punishment, with reference to the
British penal s~stem, in order to ascertain what is and what should be, the
aim in punishing the criminal. He argued that the protection of society by
the prevention of crime should be the sole purpose of criminal punishment,
and that severity could onlv he justified if it were the minimum effective
deterrent.·
..
Our thanks are due to MI·. D. G. Bentliff and MI·. R. T. Jones for their
constant support as Chairmen of the Society.
D. T. JACK.

GEOGRAPHICAL

SOCIETY
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clement of his audience. The next lecture was entitled The South African
Question=rhr. Colour Problem, when Mr. Powell, a white South African,
presented the point of view of a supporter of apartheid. This extremism
promoted much discussion and serious thought for tbe future. Further continuing the theme of racial study, Mr. F. Boote, whose breach cloth and
Ieathcrs had been unavoidably detained, addressed the Society. This gentleman delivered the first of a series of lectures on the Plains Indians of North
A merica; on th.is occasion his topic was the Prehistoric Indian. He spoke
with some considerable authority and with a profound interest in this race.
Mr. Forbes, having previously established for himself a reputation as a
raconteur, confirmed this impression as he related his experiences in Yugoslavia when journeying through that country last year.
Two films, one entitled Steel, the other Chisoko the African were well
attended. Both films were of excellent quality and content, Steel depicting in
colour the numerous processes of steel manufacture, and Chisoko the African
portraying the progress of a young African from the primitive existence of
his ancestors to the higher standard of living introduced by the industrial
development of local copper deposits.
The final meeting of the Society was held in conjunction with the Sixth
Form Science Society, when 11r. A. F. Lewis, a meteorologist, spoke on the
topic, Life in Antarctica.
In conclusion the secretaries would like to record their appreciation of
the Chairman's continued enthusiasm and optimism in conducting the affairs
of the Society.
K. E. CROSSLEY, R. A. BUTLIN.

CHESS CLUB
This year, the School team has again finished in the first three in the
Wright Challenge Shield. After starting the season badly, the team recovered
and lost only one match in the Spring Term-being
narrowly defeated by
Wallasey Grammar School. In addition, the second team completed the
season without loss. Indeed they were held to a draw only once by a more
experienced Alsop side.
'
At the recent Liverpool Junior Chess Congress, members of the School
won three prizes: K. R. Barbour (M6A) in the open age group; C. J. Byrne
(L5F) and P. L. Bracey (L5Sc) in the Under-If Section.
There has also been a tournament in the School, restricted to members
of the Thirds, Fcurths and Lower Fifths. This was won by J. G. Settle (L5B),
with runner-up P. W. B. Bracey (3c). A prize was presented 'to the winner
at a Chess Club meeting by Mr. E. R. Jones, whom we thank for his help
and encouragement. Thanks are also due to Canter, who, as captain and
secretary of the team, has had a great deal to do with its success. This term,
it is hoped to have a junior knock-out competition as well, if it can be
arranged.

This year a programme of an anthropological nature has been adhered
to, and the Society's activities will culminate with two separate excursions
on the 13th July.

At the end of the season, the Chess Club, assisted by 'the Sports and
Arts Club, acquired its first chess dock. This, in addition to being used for
School games, may be borrowed for certain ladder games.

Our first meeting took the form of a lecture by Mr. Tomais Paiki, a
Maori of South Island, New Zealand, whose subject was the evolution of
his race. The modernity of his people was constantly stressed by the speaker.
whose personality made his topic or a particular appeal to the younger

The following have played regularly for the first team: Canter (ASc.),
Barbour (iV16A),Ledgard (M6B). Hailwood (BSc.), Sholl (M6B), Smith (M6B),
Vose (ASe.). and Hallam (M6A).
K. R. BARBOUR.
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MUSIC CLUB
Recently the Music Club has been pursuing a policy of inviting amateur
and professional musicians not directly connected with the School to give
recitals or talks in their particular field or music. On January 31st, Mr. DaVId
Connolly gave an entertaining illustrated talk on the double-bass, His pianist
on this occasion, Mr. Edwin Roxburgh, gave an excellent oboe recital on
February 28th. This was quite a 'scoop', as we heard him play Cimarosa's
Oboe Concerto which he was to perform again next day at a Philharmonic
Concert for Schools. This term, Mr. Noel Rawsthorne, Organist at Liverpool
Cathedral and an Old Boy of the School, and Miss Clare Smith, a violinist
in Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, have both played to the Society. It is
hoped to maintain a regular series of visits by Liverpool musicians.
But the main aim of the Music Club is still to foster the musical talent
among boys in the School. On January 24th, M. E. Plunkett gave a recital
on the organ and, on March 13th, R. S. Pybus played a programme of plano
music. There has also been a recital of piano duets by members and on April
27th there was the evening concert to parents and friends, reported elsewhere
in this issue. Mr. W. 1-1.Jones and Mr. H. G. B. Watson have given a joint
song recital.
An unusual meeting was held this term, when the film version of Ber:jamin Britten's The Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra was shown. ThIS
was preceded by a short f:ilm of Myra Hess at the pJan~. The customary
gramophone recitals have included three celebratmg the bicentenary of the
birth of Mozart and the centenary of the death of Schumann.
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arranged were all well attended. The Rev. P. N. S. Philips' illustrated talk
on Nigeria was topical because of the Queen's visit; our speaker had personal
experience of life in that rapidly growing country. The meeting addressed
by the Rev. N. Green, the chaplain of Liverpool College, was held in the
strange surroundings of Room 8; nevertheless our speaker aroused great
interest. The only other visiting speaker was the Rev. C. J. Davey, who spoke
about the work of the Church of England and the Free Churches in Aigburth.
A Bible Quiz was held with Mr. E. R. Jones as Quizmaster, and the
final meeting of the term took the form or a discussion on Sunday Observance; many members were willing to express ideas and time alone brought
the meeting to a close.
The two meetings which aroused the greatest interest were, as usual.
films. The excellent film strip depicting the main happenings in Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress was very informative. The numbers wishing to see the
Fact and Faith film, Prior Claim, were so great that the secretary was unable
to enter the laboratory.
The first meeting of the Summer Term was addressed by the Rev. C. T.
Sharland, who had spent many years in the Sudan. Record numbers attended the showing of God of Creation, and we are grateful to the Inter-Schools
Christian Fellowship for lending us their films.
Once more our thanks are due to our Chairman, Mr. J. E. Watson, for
his valuable assistance and advice, and also to Mr. E. R. Jones for his
support.
P. A. KENNERLEY.

Once more, the thanks of the Music Club are due to Mr. Naylor, Mr.
A. Evans and Mr. R. N. Evans for their continued help and guidance.
J. R. PARRY.

THE ORCHESTRA
The School Orchestra's repertoire is rapidly increasing; in addition to
learning such varied works as The Earl of Salisbury's Pav ane by William
Byrd two minuets by Thomas Arne (the composer of Rule Britannia), the
Suite' Facile by J. S. Bach, and some variations on Pop Goes the Weasel by
Mr. J. S. Tait, the Orchestra is studying the Toy Symphony by Haydn. ThIS
interesting work, written in 1788 for Haydn's co~rt. orc~estra at Esterhaz,
contains parts, not only for small orchestra of violins, cellos and basses,
but also for ql«ail, nightingale, cuckoo, rattle, side-drum. tnangle and toy
trumpet.
The Orchestra distinguished itself by playing interval music for the
School Play; the programme consisted of music by HandclvGluck and J. S.
Bach. Many thanks are due to Mr. R. N. Evans tor hIS unfailing energy and
guidance.
J. MCCABE.

CHRISTIAN UNION
At the end of the Christmas Term, we received an invitation from Blackburne House Christian Union 10 hold the annual Christmas Social in their
Hall. It proved a most successslul evening, and once again the girls provided
excellent refreshments. The last meeting of the term was addressed by Bishop
Gresford Jones, to whom we are indebted for the continual interest he shows
in our group.
Meetings during the Spring Term could not be held as regularly as
usual because of rehearsals for the School Play, but the seven meetings

SIXTH FORM SCIENCE SOCIETY
The Society's programme this year has been a full one. The Christmas
Term closed with a talk on Acoustics by Dr. Parbrook, lecturer in Physics
at the University. This was a concentrated and at times amusing summary
of the subject.
The Society commenced the Easter Term with a lecture on Biochemistry
by an Old Boy of the School, Mr. E. G. Brown. It is pleasant to reflect
that there are Old Boys who are sufficiently distinguished in their subject
to return to lecture to the Society.
With the scholarly guidance of Professor Rosenhead, the Society next
tackled the more philosophical problem of The Responsibilitv of the Scientist to Society. Members proved themselves very much aware of, and not
unconcerned at the issues involved, and a profound and interesting discussion was only curtailed bv the interference of the clock.
Another talk was given by the City Lighting Engineer, who, with an
impressive array of street lamps assembled in the incongruous and somewhat cramped surroundings of the Biology Room, showed the Society how
the problem of lighting our city is tackled.
Next Mr. Neill from the de Haviland Aircraft Company brought with
him a film of thc Comet airliner, and helped to disentangle some of the
misconceptions which have appeared in the press about this controversial
aircraft.
Another visitor from the University was Mr. Ablett, whose Christmas
Lectures are already famous. His talk on Drops and Bubbles was both instructive and amusing and although he expressed some dissatisfaction with
the vintage of the local water supply, provided some entertaining illustrations.

------------------------------------------------------------------
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The last lecture of the School year was by Dr. Burrage of Le.I., who
talked about Safety in the Laboratory. Although the lecture programme has
ended, when examinations arc over, the Society will visit Shorten Iron
Works and be shown some of the processes carried out there.
The Societv is indebted to Me W. H. Jones for his unfailing encouragement aru] to Me Brierley, Me Naylor and Me Walker, who have taken the
chair at some of our meetings. The members must also be thanked for their
enthusiastic support, which has helped to make this it vigorous and successful year in the life of the Society.
E. J. N. WILSON.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCiETY
During the Spring Term the Society enjoyed a full programme of
lectures, with visits from Inspector Weekes of the Liverpool City Police,
Mr. Neville Willasey of the Liverpool Daily Post, two representatives of
May and Baker Limited, and other interesting lecturers. New equipment.
ineluding a portable spotlight, and a developing tank suitable for processing colour film, has been bought, and additions to the library include most
of the Photo guide series, which are of great value to the beginner as well
as to the more advanced members.
Members have not shown a great degree of interest in photography,
however; the meetings were, on the whole poorly attended, and only three
entries were received in the monthly competition. It is hoped that the
approach of summer and the Society's annual excursion=-this year to the
Lake District-will
encourage members to produce more prints, and if they
are of sufficient quality, to display them to the School.
D. A. THOMAS.
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MODELS SOCIETY
Again the Society has enjoyed a very varied. but interesting programme.
The Autumn Term was brought to a close with the usual Christmas Meeting and on this occasion we welcomed as our guest Mr. Arthur Thorpe, our
founder and ex-Vice-President, who travelled to Liverpool from the Lake
District especially for the occasion.
Lectures have been held regularly during the term and have always
maintained a high standard. On January 19th, the Society welcomed Mr.
Norman, of Meccano Limited, as guest speaker. He demonstrated a Hornby
Dublo layout to a large appreciative audience of model railway enthusiasts.
We are indebted to the Sports and Art Club, who have assisted the Society
financially in the purchase of this layout.
This acquisition has enabled a Model Railway section to be formed.
This section meets after school on three evenings each week, when train
running takes place and lectures are given on railway management.
Later in the term the layout was again the central figure in a demonstration; this time the lecturer was Mr. Norman Hatton. Finally, there was a
novelty competition organised by Mr. Tait, the popularity of which more
than warrants its repetition.
Last term the Model Aircraft Section was inactive, but now that the
weather has improved, meetings will again take place on the large field at
Sudley. Enquiries regarding membership of the Model Aircraft or Model
Railway Sections should be addressed to Mr. Wray,
The library remains open during the dinner hour twice a week, and
now contains more than 380 books and periodicals. Although the cost of
periodicals has recently been increased, our larger membership, now over 60,
has enabled us to continue to buy the same number of magazines monthly
without altering the subscription.
In July we look forward to our annual excursion. when we arc going to
the Lake District to pay a return visit to Mr. Thorpe.

PHILATELIC SOCIETY
The Society's programme this year began on the l Sth January, when
Mr. R. T. Jones addressed the Society on a subject of his own choosing.
Four other dleetings were held on alternate Wednesdays throughout the
term. the last of which took the form of a discussion.
During the Spring Term, for the first time, several meetings were held
during the lunch hour, and were so successful that they have been continued
during the present term.
The Society's Library and Stamp Pool are now open again every Friday
dinner hour, and both the Library and the ordinary meetings of the Society
have been very well attended.
The Attendance prizes were won this term by D. A. Davies (USA), and
1. Taylor (IF), though only after their names had been drawn from the list
of seven members who qualified.
It is hoped that those members of the School who have attended the
Society's meetings during the past year will renew their support when the
Society resumes its regular meetings once again.
As this is the last edition of the Magazine this School year, I shoul.l
like to proffer my sincere thanks to the officers of the Society. particularly
the Chairman and Vice-Presidents, for their invaluable help and guidance
throughout the year.
B. W. TAYLOR.

Finally, I should like to offer thanks on behalf of the Society members
to our officers, Me Durband, Mr. Wray and Mr. Tait for their continued
assistance, and to Me Reed for his informative lecture.
H. W. MOORE.

ENGINEERING AND TRANSPORT SOCIETY
An excursion took place on Saturday, 28th April, when members of
the Society travelled to Preston by rail, and thence walked to Longridge and
Chipping. A journey was made on the interesting railway line which links
Whittingham Hospital with Grirnsargh, on the outskirts of Preston. This
railway, owned by the Lancashire County Council, is intended for the use
of staff and visitors at the hospital, and is unique in that one may travel on
it free of charge. The 'coaches' arc converted goods vans, and the engine,
named Graciwell (despite what the driver called it), started its life at Bolton
Gas Works.
More excnrsions are planned for thc summer term, and the other activities of the Society, the library and tbe Monday evening meetings, will continue. The secretaries extend their thanks to Mr.Hosker and Me E. R. Jones
for their assistance.
R. J. PATTERSON, A. R. PHILLIPS.
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NATURAL HISTORY. SOCIETY
Last term was an active
was unfavourable. For the
term consisted of a second
history of the salmon. Later
tions of twigs.

one for the Society, even though the weather
benefit of new boys, the first meeting of the
showing of a very interesting film on the life
in the term we held a competition for collec-

During the Easter holiday an excursion was made to Loggerheads,
where the more energetic members climbed Moel Fammau, while the rest
went up the "Cat Walk".
We have formed a Palaeontological
members (0 examine fossils.
We wish to thank
and encouragement.

Section in the Society, enabling

Messrs. Wray and Walker

for their helpful
G.

M.

advice

GORDON.

OXFORD LETTER
Oxford.
The Editor, The Liverpool Institute Magazine.
Sirv+Caring little for impossibilities and less for the decencies. you
bid me parade before the prying eyes of your readers the secrets of our
Oxford folly. Winter, whirling the last duffle-coat before it, has given way to
a summer ablaze with the pallid faces of Schools candidates, and tuneful with
the transatlantic click of cameras on the High, yet I, like an American
statesman in search of a policy, must verge upon the brink of disaster to
satisfy your demands for information, be it true or false.
But how can I assail the immaculate repute of our Senior Members,
Messrs. McKie and Neale? They, like the immortal gods, inhabit the broad
reaches of the Senior Common Room, and care naught for the woes of
mortal men.
Classify your specimens, said Mr. Page, jovially geological. There arc
those who pass their time III heretical and blasphemous sloth, and those
who row. He an~ his colleague, Mr. Oxburgh, who IS an expert at throwing
the weight about, operate a private coal mine in the recesses of University,
seeking fitness and fuel for the winter.
Mr. Dumbill, a fugitive from Mr. Page's justice, may also be seen steering an unsteady course up the Cherwell at late hours of the night. Whether
this is due to the effects of the awe-inspiring coffee with which he keeps
himself awake. or merely to his efforts to remain in the punt we cannot say.
Mr. Bernard Jones cares more for Schools than sculls. His superhuman
strivings after this end arouse wonder, even ill the bosom of his tutor; his
season ticket for the Windmill has been cancelled, his shining face is seen
110 more at the Jazz Club, and there are rumours
of an impending essay.
Though one bright star is gone from the social firmament another rises in
the person of Mr. Richards. Reports from widely scattered sources indicate
that hCJhas a philosophy of life that has little to do with economics, though
his skilful justification of all parties ill a compromising situation augurs
well for his success in practical politics.
Christ Church boasts the biggest quadrangle ill Oxford and Mr. Barnes.
It probably needs (he former to contain the explosive genius of the latter.
Smoothness is the keynote here, though he would reject the name of
smoothic. But he does not row.
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Mr. Glover has given up the practicalities of rowing and practises
instead its theory upon a crew of neophytes armed with personality and
quotations from the higher philosophy; upon occasion he also carries a
pistol.
In the Third-Englishmen
anJ other aliens only +Quadranglc at Jesus
lives Mr. Ferdinand: he too is making a name for himself in rowing circles;
soon he hopes to be able to steer, and one day to get into a Boat-any
boat.
His fellow alchemist and expatriate, Mr. Jeffrey, is hot on the trail of the
philosopher's stone-an
infallible method of rolling a natty umbrella. Their
tertium quem, Mr. Owen, recently had practical experience for his future
career in education, and has since been seen alive This argues infant teaching or a. knowledge of Judo.
At New College is Mr. Case, who reads Chemistry. Whether these be
the signs of virtue or of vice I know not: but this is all I know of Mr. Case.
Another man of mystery is Mr. Silverman. He views the affairs of men with
an air of detachment. and is sometimes to be seen .gazing at the Hall of Oriel
with the countenance of just another such before the Reichstag fire.
Mr. Morris subordinates his passion for the Classics to his study of
classic beverage of Old England, and attributes his presence at the cinema
to a desire to preserve his sight from the harm done by over-zealous application to the printed word.
Soon to leave us is Mr. Barber, who departs to instil the principles cf
Oxford culture and Cambridge cricket into the inhabitants of Kenya. Dare
we expect a Test series against the Kikuyu?
Next year, and, presumably, the year after, our company will still be
graced by Mr. Shaw. whose study of the secrets of iMedicine has surely
yielded him the principle of immortality: Personal interviews are difficult,
for he moves over the landscape very quickly, Not so quickly, however, as
Mr. Armstrong, whose name does not belie his nature. But he is little
seen in our company, being chiefly concerned with the removal of himself and his bicycle from one point to another at the highest possible speed.
The Queen's College claims Mr. Cook, but whether it will ever make
good its claim is open to doubt, for his interests lie in the Big Smoke, where
he conceals himself and his sartorial glory; the narrowness of his trousers
is rivalled only by the number of his terms, which: is considerable. His rival
to the position of arbiter eleganti ae is Mr. Dodd, whose bland charm remains
unruffled by the many disenchantments of this too, too troubled life.
Our President, Mr. MacKinnon, has retired from public life and is soon
to abandon us for an Automatic Computer at Cambridge. Meanwhile he
spends his time talking to Mr. Kenworthy in mathematical symbols. Mr.
Kenworthy lives in a luxuriously converted bicycle shed in Corpus, whither
his guilefully worded invitations to tea have lured many a victim of the twolump gambit.
Our secretary, Mr. Glyn Jones, his brow lined by the worries of balancing our Society's funds satisfactorily, reads Geography, the better to enable
him to find his way from Darkest Cowley to the stygian blackness of the
Film Society'S premises in Polar Oxford, where his command of Russian
is put to practical use in writing critical notes of Pushoff's scenanos.
Mr. Mitchell, 'Muscles of Merton', also has wide interests; he reads
Geography and books on cricket. By day he flogs the bowling, by night the
numerous electrical appliances which his practical genius has rendered
superfluous.
I must fiy and seek refuge in the arms of the Employment Exchange,
for there looms ever nearer the grant-less gulf of the Long Vac., with its
days of sleeping in the library and lunching on fresh air and black coffee.
Seek no further, Sir, but rest content with the illusions of your dreams.
T am, Sir, Yours etc.,
GARRULUS

TACITUS.
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PREFECTS' LETTER
The Editor. The Liverpool lnstitutc Magazine,
Sir,-It
has often been thought desirable that even the most elevated
administrative bodies should be subject to regular public examination and
frequent investigation of character; and although it is true that in the case
of the Prcfectorial
Body of thc Liverpool Institute, thc former function is
performed efficiently by an anonymous entity 'often known as nujrnb, .1
intend,with your permission, to present to your readers a further exposition
of its members' affections and affectations.
Mr. Norris. their chairman. continued until recently his attempt to
achieve a wav of life similar to that of the ancient Greek philosophers. He
had obtained 'a barrel, which he hung with post-card reproductions from the
Medici, and he would sit contentedly reasoning with himself (no one else
being of sufficient
jntcllect to agree with him). But one day he arrived in
School with a long face and a large envelope bearing the initials O.H.M.S:.
and seizing a hockey stick, 'he sloped arms and marched away down the corndOL Having heard that it is part o[ the equipment of the Royal AIr Force,
he has begun to practise with the javelin, hut we feel that there has been a
mistake.
Although he may be shy, Mr. Thomas firmly denies any suggestion that
he was attempting to 'hide when the School photograph was taken; he has
several times attempted to explain his size on the print as the .result of j:lanchromatic astigmatic parallax in the camera lens, but we did not believe
him. We dared not disagree with him, ~owever, for Mr. Thom.as is n~t the
man to meet in a dark alley. One unfortunate person who did so tripped
.over him and fell to the pavement.
Mr. Thomas now takes driving lessons from Mr. Hallam, who has
achieved the happy state of having no important examination in the near
future and a great deal of empty time. Mr. Hallam does not waste a single
moment however: when he is not playing chess without board, he reads last
week's n·ewspaper~. or exercises his mathematics in the aerodynamic design
of paper darts.
Recently we saw Mr. Roseuhead in military uniform carrying a welloiled rifle and we enquired whether he was on his way to Gaza; he replied
that he was a member of the Combined Cadet Force and about to 'perfonn
his annual parade. Mr. Rosenhcad is a man of greater culture th~n IS gene~ally supposed; he has he.ard of Anouilh and .can pronounce _It; and his
brother is on the television.
Mr. Grace-ordll1ary
seaman )6?9 Grace.
J. H. B.-has joined the naval reserve and show? .great ll1ter~st III hIS new
activity. On most evenings he may be seen practrsing navlgat1<?n on Sefton
Park Lake, while at weekends he gains further knowledge of life at sea by
close observation, of the methods of Wallasey Ferries Ltd.
Mr. Kennerley has returned from his th~ee month's excursion to ancient
Rome to be confronted WIth the Idea of imrnment exammations; he has
beco~e even less gamesome, and is vexed no longer with 'passions of some
difference' but with the necessity of learning so many set books. Let us not
disturb hi'm. His fellow conspirator, Mr. Crossley, .has also returned to
normal non-poctie life, regretting only, the loss of hIS ~oman helmet. He
had hoped, by wearing h~s .metal headpiece and by standing erect WIth arms
outstretched and eyes shining, to have obtained vacation employment as a
lamp-post; but this is not to be.
Mr. Wilson. who says much and thinks little. ha~ disapI;.o~nt~d himself
of ·his chief ambition, and sunk deep Into a shell ot superficiality .. It was
.thought that the regularity of his appcar~nce on the front bench III Hall
indicated a desire to bccome a cabinet r:-Illllster, but this IS not s.o; that. he
is to be a scientist is clear from his studied ~lc.gance, hIS I~presslve leath~r
brief case. his condensed culture and hI,S willingness to .glvc Judgment 111
.any matter on which he is particularly [ll-informed. Unlike hIS colleague.
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Me Bennett despises all forms of affected intellectualism, and prefers to
remain a good 'honest moron; in fact, he even went to see Jack and the
Beanstalk . Mr. Bennett is becoming more liberal, and recently offered Mr.
Cowan the core of his apple; which generosity was refused, as Mr. Bennett
had just had his dinner. and Mr. Cowan was about to take luncheon. Mr.
Cowan is the complete pseudo-man-s-pseudo-scholar,
pseudo-athlete, pseudomotorist,
pseudo-aristocrat,
pseudo-highbrow,
pseudo-epicure,
pseudobibliophile. His pseudo-friends are afraid that he will soon cease to exist.
except ,in his own pseudo-mind, and to prevent this, thcy arc giving him
medicine with a high iron content. Also interested in iron is Mr. Butlin, who
is believed to be practising the throwing of the javelin; he has obtained a
coon-skin hat and hopes to go hunting on the Geographical Society's trip.
When we heard that Mr. Jack was scoring many runs for the First XI,
we hastened away to ask the secret of his success; but we found that his bat
was a sharpened pencil, and his centuries were made in the scorer's box.
His friend Mr. Barbour is another leisured mathematician, who devotes his
lime to calculations involving the trajectory and velocity of celluloid
spheres. A third man of leisure is Mr. Whiting, who has recently exhibited
great interest in the obiets d' art of the Prefects' Room, and he has suggested
that some etchings should be acquired. It is not known whether this desire
springs from a wish to use some of the impressive words which he learned
from The Intelligent Child's Guide to A rt, or from some other undisclosed
motive.
Lastly, let liS consider Mr. Fyans and Mr. Berry. Mr. Fyans has a
prolific beard and is a jazz fan; he needs only a drawing board and a dirty
duffle coat to become the perfect artist. Mr. Berry is, no doubt, a man of
principle, but of little interest. He claims to have discovered a use for semaphore signalling and he seems to show a certain fondness for outside duty;
but beyond this we know nothing.
Our investigation is completed. sir, our task fulfilled; there are the sixteen simple souls, whose secrets you desired to know; and we may now
escape through the rabbit hole, remaining
Your most officious and dominating
governor,
ETHOS.

HIAWATHA

RETURNS

(Some lines. which. by a curious mischance,

TO SCHOOL
Longfellow

omitted to write).

On a sunny April morning
Hiawatha woke abruptly
With a sort of sinking feeling.
As before a tooth extraction.
Hiawatha didn't like it,
Wondered why he felt uneasy;
Then he suddenly remembered,
Thus increased his sinking feeling.
What a fuss there had been earlier
Getting books and pens together,
Getting all his things together,
Getting ready for the morrow.
Hiawatha dressed quite slowly
In a pensive sort of manner,
Just as though he were not certain,
Certain if he knew his Latin.
Then he heard a shout most clearly •
Telling him to get a move on.
Telling him the worst had happened,
Telling him that school had started,
T. 1. WILLIAMS(L5A).
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A RAILWAY JOURNEY
We're gathering speed through the cities and towns
And nearing the country, the rivers and downs;
Dashing o'er jnnctions with points all a-gleaming,
Roaring past workshops all smoking and steaming,
Rushing through tunnels deep-driven through ridges;
Crossing o'er gorges by means of high bridges,
Gliding through stations hespccklcd with posters,
Steaming past dockyards, past tankers and coasters;
Flashing past children a-gathering brambles,
Speeding past hillsides, past people on rambles;
Charging through meadows, past horses and cattle,
Putting on brakes with a screech and a rattle;
Approaching the station, the grime and the smoke,
The oil and the timber, the coal and the coke.
K. McKELVIE (LSSc.).

BLANKNESS
The wall almost seems to stare back at me after so many hours of pondering the great moral truths which I am about. to utter to an astonished
School. My fingers and my mouth become steadily more covered WIth ink,
as I resolve in my mind which great philosophy I shall expound first. I am
indeed in a very serious dilemma as to WhICh of the great thoughts of my
brain I shall first reveal to the world. The clock ticks on, the wall grows
blanker and the whiteness of the paper glares accusingly up at me. Would a
poem be most fitting to express my genius, ?r would the. world best be entertained by a humorous piece, or then again should I inscribe some of the
advanced theories of moral ethics?
But the conflict (I hope) has now been satisfactorily resolved.
J. W. MARTIN(LSA).

THOUGHTS ON BEING UNABLE
TO WRITE A POEM

•

Of all the subjects, old and new,
That boys at school are asked ~o do,
The worst is not, as you may think,
Copy of maps with pen and ink,
Nor yet to add and take away,
Or trace the source of night and day;
The study of. a foreign tongue
Is not too bad when one is young;
The laboratory holds no fear
For those with a retentive ear;
In wood we are quite keen to prove
Our skill at jointing (tongue and groove);
Music, perhaps, is ~ot so good,
But some at least IS understood.
I do decl~re there's nothing worse
Than writing couplets, or blank verse
Iambic and dactylic foot
Of all my trouhles are the root;
An anapaest helps not a whitIt makes me ill to think of it.
My mind rebels; it will not work,
But yet this task I dare n?t shirk;
My pen is down, J know 111 rue It,
But 1 confess-I
cannot do it'
D. N, HOLGATE(LSB).
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THE DEEP UNDERSTANDING
Caught in a sudden rain storm I popped into a shop doorway to shelter.
There was already one occupant, a youth of about twenty years, delicate,
thin and deformed, supported under one arm by a crutch. Yet the thin pale
face he turned towards me was not unhappy and his eyes held no look of
bitterness or discontent.
"We're in for a very wet evening," J remarked ruefully.
"Yes, but they say it's needed in the country," he said.
"But not in the town," I said. watching the heavy drops splashing in the
puddles.
"Perhaps not, but it does clean up things and it smells so fresh after
the rain," said the boy. "Have you ever heard the rain on the roof, hard
rain and hail, I mean; it sounds like a band aud a lot of drums; its wonderful.'
"I never thought of rain in that way before; it always seemed pretty
miserable to me," 1 said.
The boy laughed, "Well, so it is, if you look at it as water, but there
ain't nothing but what has two sides. People tell me I ain't got a deal to be
glad about, but I looks at it this way; the strong and the healthy have to
carry out the big jobs but the small jobs that are left must be done by
someone. That's where T come in. I'm a doer of small jobs."
A. CHATIERLEY(4A).
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